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Abstract 

 
      Powerful supercomputers are available today. MBC-1000M [1] is one of Russian supercomputers 
that may be used by distant way access. Programs LUCKY and LUCKY_C were created to work for 
multiprocessors systems. These programs have algorithms created especially for these computers and 
used MPI service for exchanges between processors. LUCKY may resolved shielding tasks by 
multigroup discreet ordinate method. LUCKY_C may resolve critical tasks by same method. Only 
XYZ orthogonal geometry is available. Under little space steps to approximate discreet operator this 
geometry may be used as universal one to describe complex geometrical structures.  Cross section 
libraries are used up to P8 approximation by Legendre  polynomials for nuclear data in GIT [2] 
format. Programming language is FORTRAN-90. “Vector” processors may be used that lets get a time 
profit up to 30 times. But unfortunately MBC-1000M has not these processors. Nevertheless sufficient 
value for efficiency of parallel calculations was obtained under “space” (LUCKY) and  “space & 
energy” (LUCKY_C) paralleling. AUTOCAD program is used to control geometry after a treatment 
of input data. Programs have powerful geometry module it is a beautiful tool to “win” any geometry. 
Output results may be treat by graphic programs by personal computer.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Supercomputer  MBC-1000M and efficiency of parallel calculations. 
  
    Supercomputer MBC-1000M has three main parts. The first part is a “file server”. It is computer, its 
job is saving user information and accessing to these data. The second part is  “access server”. It is 
computer, its job is supplying start tasks and control of ones during computations. The third part is  
“calculator”. It is multiprocessor computer with 768 processor Alpha 667 Mhz  and memory about 4 
Gbt for every processor connected by fast information Myrinet grid. These processors have not 
common memory. Simplest scheme for supercomputer is presented at Picture 1.   

     
Picture 1. Simplified scheme for supercomputer MBC-1000M 

 
     Obviously that parallel processes will be connected. These connections are supplied by MPI 
service.  It is international standard. User uses this service to synchronize and make exchanges 
between processors.         
After start process, program works by “scenario” defined by user. User is to take huge resources of 
supercomputer for computations and have opportunities make parallel calculations by optimal manner. 
If it is available he is to take all resources. Under this conditions will be have maximum profit from a 
supercomputer. Thus if we take N processors then we can calculate task “as best chance” in N times 
faster than by one processor.  
    Efficiency is a profit in time that may be obtained under multiprocessor systems by using parallel 
computations. This value is defined ordinary as follow one E=T1/(n*Tn), where T1 is time to calculate 
task by one processor and Tn is time to calculate same task by n processors. Thus if efficiency is E 
then a supercomputer calculates task in E*n times faster. Especial algorithms are developed to 
calculate tasks by multiprocessor systems. But need to remember that efficiency is defined as a 
parallel method as supercomputer’s architecture. For any supercomputers there are loss of time during 
exchanges between processors. We can define “theoretical” efficiency (without loss of time for “ideal” 
supercomputer) and   “practice” one (“linked” to concrete supercomputer). Obviously the last value 
will be less than first one. 
 
 

 
 



The main position for the parallel technology 
 

    There are two obviously manners to parallel process to getting solution. The first one it is by break 
up space region of the task for sub region - objects. It is the space parallel process. If we shall take the 
task for individual region as the ordinary task with defined boundary conditions thus we can resolve 
this one by individual processor of a supercomputer and as result parallel processes will be for every 
space object. During the iterative process we connect all objects by common boundary fluxes for 
common surfaces of objects. Second manner to get parallel solution may be used for the critical tasks. 
For this problem the parallel solution for every energy group will be received. Then by outer iterations 
process we can get the contribution from scattering and fission integrals for every group from other 
groups and thus to get the final solution. It is the energy group parallel process.          
     The first manner was realized in computer code LUCKY and both ones were used for program 
LUCKY_C. Here we present main positions for the parallel technology. 
1. The region for the calculation (base body) is broken up for sub region- objects (by grid for objects). 
Number of objects may be any but no more then number of processors of a supercomputer.  
2. An object are calculated by individual processor. 
3. Connections between objects are carried out by fluxes on common boundary surfaces using MPI 
service. 
4. For energy group the iterative process is carried out (change by boundary fluxes after every 
iteration) to get solution for this group for accuracy that is need. 
5. There is a local space grid for every object to approximate the geometry composition and describe 
the solution. 
6. Geometry for the task is constructed by the set of the simple bodies that there are in library of 
geometrical module. The “enclose” principle is used (every next body “press out” common part the 
body that was before at this place). Geometry module creates a local grid then a file for AUTOCAD 
program will be generated to control input data for the task. 
7. Program LUCKY_C use as a space parallel process as energy group parallel one. The total number 
of processors for this program is number of objects multiplied by number of energy groups. It is more 
than number of processors for the program LUCKY if this program will be used to resolve this task as 
a shielding problem. 
8. One processor is a control one to control convergence for a solution and calculate functionales from 
a solution. Thus total number of processors for LUCKY program is number of objects plus one 
process as a control one. As for LUCKY_C program the total number of processors is number of 
objects multiplied by number of energy groups plus one process as a control one. 
     If the size of the object will be not so big (in “optical” length) then we can use a little space step for 
a local grid. Under these conditions orthogonal XYZ geometry may be used as universal one.    
 
 
Geometrical module and means to control calculated model  
 
Main determinations. 
Base body is total space region for calculation. It is orthogonal parallelepiped. 
Object is a part of a base body that was obtained in break up process.  
Material is physical media with unique nuclear properties. Nuclear cross section for material is to be 
presented in cross section library obligatory.  
Material zone is geometrical region-zone with unique number of a material (for different zones may 
be used same material). Number of material zones and number of materials are to be defined in input 
data. 
An array for corresponding materials to zones will be determined too. If it is need a source may be 
defined in a material zone. 
Base coordinate system is one with center of coordinates (0.,0.,0.) 



Prototype body is a elementary geometry element (any from library of a geometrical module). For 
every prototype body is defined number of a material zone. A matrix of prototype bodies may be 
described if it need for a geometry definition (every element of this matrix is prototype body).   
Main employment for geometrical module is preparation input data for a task. This module works for   
objects by a parallel manner.   
This module must resolved next problems: 
       -  break up a base body for objects,  
       -  make a local grid at an object, 
       - write prototype bodies to create a geometry structure, 
       - make an array for  space intervals and a source for space intervals for every object 
       - create file lucky.lsp for AUTOCAD program to control input data. 
If number of objects is a big value then user is to define too many input parameters (parameters for a 
local grid for objects and define coordinates for every object). To simplify this process next 
suppositions are used to minimize consumptions for input data:     
       - a step for a object grid for every coordinate axis may be different but a constant value for every       
axis, 
       - a local grid for all objects are same one (for every coordinate axis may be different but a 
constant value for every coordinate axis). Thus if we will define 6 parameters (3 to describe space 
steps for a object grid and 3 to describe steps for a local grid) thus a discreet approximation will be 
described for the task. If prototype bodies will be out of a base body than they are cut to sizes of a base 
body. 
     All prototype bodies are collected to blocks. Every block has it’s a local coordinate system. Thus 
different users may describe input data simultaneously. It is so suitable. Then geometrical module 
collects these blocks to a base coordinate system.   
    There is a set from 4 prototype bodies (a sphere, a parallelepiped, a cylinder and a prism) in library 
of geometrical module. By crossing and by make a union these prototype bodies we can describe a 
complex geometry. Geometry describes by prototype bodies only. Order to make it: 
       - a base body is defined as first one (all other prototype bodies will be enclosed in a base body), 
       - other prototype bodies are described after. 
“Enclose” principle is used when common part of prototype body “press out” a part prototype body 
that was defined before. Thus if we need a tube we must enclose a cylinder in a cylinder and as result 
the wall of a tube will be a material zone of first cylinder and inside of a tube will be a material zone 
of second cylinder. This principle is to be use strongly to avoid mistakes in geometry of the task. 
Generally user may to turn any prototype body (exception is a base body) at any angles in any planes. 
Thus he has a powerful tool to make geometry. The result that will be after AUTOCAD program is 
presented at Picture 2.  It is geometry for the task of  “ÁÐÅÑÒ” reactor. About two hundreds of 
prototype bodies is used to describe this geometry composition.       
 



 
Picture 2. Geometry for  “ÁÐÅÑÒ” reactor. 

 
 
Method to accelerate iterative process 

 
      An acceleration of parallel iterative process is a complex procedure. Boundary conditions are 
defined exactly only at a surface of a base body. The space object has not exactly defined boundary 
conditions (exception is for outer surface of a base body). During iterative process the solution on 
boundary surfaces is changing but less and less from iteration to iteration. If we do not know as object 
influences to object then prediction an error for the iterative process is so difficult problem. 
Nevertheless the simple Gauss scheme is so effective one to resolve this problem when the part of the 
solution obtained in the iteration is used to find other part of the solution in same iteration. The 
iteration will be finished when the solution for all angular octants of a unique sphere will be received. 
“Two level” Gauss scheme is used for LUCKY program when the acceleration process is carried out 
to find a result for a local space grid and during exchanges of solutions for angular octants between 
objects. Thus the solution that was found for the angular octant may be sent to a boundary surface for 
other object and just it is used to receive the solution for other octants.                 
     All objects are collected by groups eight by eight (it is number of octants at a unique sphere) and 
shifted by octants a scheme is carried out to get a solution for objects. As a result every object in 
groups “see” its neighbors already in the current iteration but not in next iteration as for an ordinary 
scheme. An efficiency (a profit in number of iterations) is about ~1.8 for gamma energy groups and ~ 
1.3 for neutron energy groups and one is defined by geometry for the task. If the size for a base body 
is more prolonged one for any coordinate axis then this scheme will be more effective for acceleration 
process.  
      For LUCKY_C program the solution that was obtained in outer iteration process is used as a 
beginning solution for next outer iteration.   

 



 
Efficiency as function of parameters for calculated model 
 
      Use supercomputer with maximum efficiency it is a main purpose of users. All resources of the 
supercomputer are to be taken for a solution of a task. User chooses a strategy to break up a base body 
for objects. We are to understand as efficiency of the parallel process dependences from number of 
processors, of an object size, scattering properties of media. A local grid is so important parameter to 
describe geometry too. Nevertheless there are optimal sizes for objects and an optimal manner to break 
up a base body for objects. Efficiency is defined by real tasks but common dependences from different 
parameters for a calculated model may be obtained. Systems with big “optical length” and big value of 
self-scattering cross section for objects will be more effective. But an object size is to be with 
according with a size a local grid to describe geometry. Limit for a local grid points is defined by 
memory of a processor. Thus it is need find a compromise to choose these parameters. For a presented 
technology when all space objects have the same sizes and a local grid, efficiency may be defined as a 
relation of iteration number by one processor calculation to iteration number to get this solution by 
multiprocessor calculation. Obviously that last value will be more. Objects will not  “see” other 
objects just in first iteration. Every next iteration will connect more number of objects.  This effect of 
“inertia” for connections between objects defines efficiency for a real task. Than more will be objects 
in a system than more will be the effect of “inertia”. For big systems where number of objects is big 
value and a size of objects is about 3~4 “optical length” the solution for the object will be defined by 
nearest objects and as a result the parallel iterative process has fast convergence. If we compare this 
system with one where  “optical” size of objects less then we shall have more number of iterations 
because the solution is defined by most number of neighbor objects and as result most connections 
between objects is need. For systems with strong self-scattering cross section the iterative process will 
be long and part of  “inertia” iteration from common number of iterations will be little value thus 
efficiency for this systems will be better than for systems with strong absorption.  
     Picture 3 presents dependence efficiency for the parallel process from “optical length” of an object  
for the task where neutrons with energy 15 Mev  penetrate through concrete  from a local neutron 
source. Number of processors was constant value (16 processors). The space step for a local grid was 
constant value. Number of points for local grid is increased and as result the size of an object is 
increased too. Algorithm for programs is oriented for “vector” processors especially. If these 
processors will be available then the producing of computations may be increased up to 20-30 times. 
Picture 4 presents   profit for time that will be for different nS  approximations if we will use “vector” 

processors. 
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Picture 3. Dependence of “theoretical” efficiency is as function of “an object size”. 
Result  for  neutrons with energy 15 Mev.  Penetration through concrete. 
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Picture 4.   Time profit is as function nS  approximation if we use  “vector” processor respect to 

ordinary processor. Results for CONVEX  SSP1600 computer. 
 



     Dependence of efficiency from number of objects may be demonstrated by big shielding task for 
reactor “ÁÐÅÑÒ” for the penetration of neutrons with energy 15 Mev. Sizes for base body were 7.5 - 
2.5 – 2.4 meters by coordinate axis X, Y and Z correspondingly. The result for this investigation is 
presented at Picture 5. We can see that the efficiency “fall down” if we use more objects (processors) 
but this process has moderation and at last the curve for efficiency where we use about 512-730 
“goes” to constant value. “Optical length” of objects is still big value and we can suppose that the 
efficiency will not change if we shall increase number of objects. But this hypothesis is to check. 
Results at Picture 5 are given respect to value for 64 processors thus real efficiency will be less value 
about 0.4-0.5 Picture 6 demonstrates gamma doze for constructions of  “ÁÐÅÑÒ” reactor (slice for the 
active zone center). Space steps by axis were about 0.5-0.9 centimeters.  
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Picture 5. Dependence of “theoretical” efficiency as function of processor numbers. Results  are given  
to 64 processor. Points for number of processor axis 4x4x4=64, 5x5x5=125, 6x6x6=216, 7x7x7=343, 

8x8x8=512, 9x9x9=729 (grid for object breaking X-Y-Z axis of base body) 
Calculations of reactor shielding for project “ÁÐÅÑÒ”. 63SP  approximation.  Neutrons with energy 15 

Mev and  272000 space points for one space object. 
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Picture 6. Gamma doze for “ÁÐÅÑÒ” task. 
 
      Need to stop for strategy how to break up a base body for objects more particular. Obviously every 
task will be had its features. But nevertheless the experience that was obtained by exploiting programs 
at MBC-1000M supercomputer lets us to make some recommendations how to beak up a base body 
for objects and how to choose a local grid.         
1. Number of intervals for the object grid (to break up a base body for objects) at coordinate axis is to 
be same value. Under this demand will be maximum efficiency for the parallel process because there 
are not distinguished directions in geometry to make exchanges between objects during iterative 
process and as result is minimum value of the iteration and the solution will be formed “isotropy” in 
space.     
2. Number of space points for a local grid are to be big value (more 10000 points for 

6S or 8S approximation) then time to calculate the iteration will be more then time to make exchanges 

between processors. Time for iteration is defined by nS  approximation and by number of points for a 

local grid.  
3.  We may define limits for tasks. Operative memory for one processor of MBC-1000M 
supercomputer is about 4 Gbt. Thus maximum value of points for a local grid will be about ~ 1.2E+06  



under 8S  and about ~ 2.E+06 under 6S  approximation. If we shall take all 768 processors then time 

for iteration may be up to 10 minutes. Under condition that number of iteration for one group is about 
~20, the total time to get solution for one group will be ~3 hour. Total value of space points for all 
objects will be ~ 1. – 2.E+09   
4. The space step is to be about millimeter. Under this size of the space step we can use XYZ 
geometry as universal one. In this case even fast “step” scheme to approximate the solution will be 
justified to obtain solution without loss for accuracy.  
 
 
Conclusion  
 
     Experience that was accumulated by exploiting programs LUCKY & LUCKY_C by MBC-1000M 
supercomputer shows that presented parallel technology is available for multiprocessor systems. 
Efficiency is about 0.5 under space or (and) energy group paralleling. The impotent fact that users can 
use all resources of a supercomputer and may describe by XYZ orthogonal geometry a complex space 
systems if they choose millimeter’s space step for a local grid. Thus XYZ geometry may be universal 
one.       
     Resource of MBC-1000M supercomputer lets describe model for calculation under 86 SS −  

approximation with space step of a local grid by 1 millimeter for base body 31 =1 cubic meter, by 2 

millimeter for base body 32 =8 cubic meter, by 3 millimeter for base body 33 =27 cubic meter…. 
Geometry may be complex. Strategy for making input data with “enclose” principle is a powerful tool 
“to win” any geometry. 
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